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Organized by
School of Mechanical Sciences & Tech.
LINGAYA’S UNIVERSITY FARIDABAD.
NOV 8-9, 2013
About university: Lingaya’s Institute Of Management And Technology (LIMAT) which was established the memory of great freedom fighter late shri Gadde Lingaya who sacrificed his life for freedom of his motherland. The LIMAT was converted to Lingaya’s University with Approval Under Section 3 of UGC Act, 1956, by the MHRD, Govt. Of India and UGC, in the year 2009, vide notification no.f.9-23/2005-u3 dated 05-01-2009.

About departments:
School Of Mechanical Science & Technologies is the core department of Lingaya’s University with state of the art labs and infrastructure. Its automobile wings is among the best in the country which has been established in 2004 with an objective to provide skilled manpower to the Auto hub of NCR. Within a very short span of time the department had won accolades by sending teams in the national and international auto competitions such as BAJA SAE, SUPRA etc.

Objectives:
The Main aim of the conference is to promote, encourage, and bring together researchers in the fields of bio fuel in auto industry about emerging trends in the Automobile Sector.

To bring people related to auto industry on a common platform and to have a healthy and knowledgeable discussion on the automobile related topics. Interaction of the academicians with the industry professionals so that both of them can benefit from each other’s knowledge and experience.

Call for Papers:
Full length papers covering original research work and case studies are invited in the above areas. Manuscripts previously submitted or accepted elsewhere for the publication must not be submitted. The proposed papers should be sent to the Conference Convener, along with a soft copy through e-mail. The papers should be typed on A4 size paper in MS word format with text in font size of 10 in Times New Roman with single space. The abstract, not exceeding 250 words should be in italics. The paper should preferably not exceed 8 pages including figures, graphs, tables and references. The author should give title of the paper, author(s) name(s), affiliation, and address for correspondence including e-mail. Papers not registered at the conference will not be considered for publication in proceeding of the conference.

Fee structure:
Faculty & Research Scholar Rs 1000/
Persons from industry: Rs 2000/
Amount to be submitted in the form of DD favoring Lingaya’s University Payable at Faridabad Haryana.

Registration:
Registration is compulsory for all the delegates. The Registration fee includes food, refreshment and conference kit. Registration fee is Rs 500/- for students, Rs. 1000/- for Faculty and Rs. 2000/- for person from industry. For registration, filled registration form with acceptance letter and DD to be submitted to Convener.

Important Dates:
Last date to submit abstract SEPT 20, 2013
Last date to submit the paper: OCT 4, 2013
Last Date for Registration: OCTOBER 30, 2013
Conference Date: NOV 8-9, 2013

Forward your paper to
Email: ncsbt2013@gmail.com
Registration form can also be downloaded from our Website: www.lingayasuniversity.edu.in

Venue:
Lingaya’s University Campus
Nachauli Jasana Road Old Faridabad-121005
Phone: 0129-2598200-05, 2598435,2598429
Email: ncsbt2013@gmail.com

Website: www.lingayasuniversity.edu.in

Advisory Committee/Invited speakers
Dr. G P Dubey – Ex Prof. IIT Delhi
Dr. YS Goel- Ex Prof. IIT Delhi
Dr. N. J. Dembi- Ex prof. Lingaya’s University
Dr. Naveen Aggrawal Additional Director TIT Group
Dr. AK Sehgal- GM( R&D)- IOCL Faridabad, VP (SAE-India)
Ravi Makhija –Executive Director –IIE-Faridabad
Mr. Rahat Bhatia, CEO RAGA ENGINEERS
Dr. P Kumar - IOCL ,Faridabad
Sanjay Kumar - Dirctor - Sud & Warren ,Gurgaon
RK Tyagi —SMS—Siemeg-Gurgaon
SC Mangla – GM -New Allenburry works
Vivek Jha – Sr. Manager - NTPC – New Delhi
Santosh Jha- Executive Director -ACRO Labs